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ABSTRACT
The ability to scale down threshold and hence supply volt-
ages can no longer keep up with device density as technology
scales. Microprocessor power density is therefore increasing.
At the same time, the total number of C4s is predicted to be
constant for the foreseeable future, according to ITRS 2011.
As a result, more and more of the C4 pads are dedicated
to power delivery, at the expense of off-chip I/O signals, im-
peding I/O throughput scaling–even though core counts and
hence bandwidth requirements are increasing exponentially.
It therefore becomes important to consider the power deliv-
ery network (PDN) as early as possible in the design process,
both to ensure enough I/O pads and because a later redesign
due to power delivery issues is costly. In this paper, we
propose and validate a steady-state architecture-level PDN
model, called VoltSpot, and explore the impact of the power
delivery constraint for future technology nodes. Our results,
based on a scaled multicore processor, indicate that worst-
case on-chip IR drop at 16nm will be at least three times
larger than that at 45nm. We propose a first-order opti-
mization algorithm to derive the number and placement of
C4 pads for by power delivery to achieve a specific IR-drop
target. When optimizing to satisfy an IR-drop constraint
of 5%, power delivery requires so many pads that multicore
processors at 16nm will not be able to maintain constant
per-core I/O bandwidth.

1. INTRODUCTION
In future CMOS technology nodes, threshold and supply

voltages are not scaling down as fast as device density is in-
creasing. Even if power supply or cooling limits limit total
chip power, localized power densities will still increase. Con-
tinuing reductions in voltage, although slowing, further in-
crease local current density, because current density is power
density divided by the scaled voltage. Higher current density
and total current place greater demands on the power de-
livery network (PDN); current-related chip phenomena such
as electromigration (EM), resistive current (IR) drop, and
inductive transient current (Ldi/dt) noise all get worse with
higher current and larger current swings.

Electromigration refers to the gradual migration of ions
in metal conductors due to high density current flow. EM
happens mostly in the PDN where the current flow tends to
be uni-directional, exacerbating EM effects. EM can cause
open or short circuits in metal wires and eventually failure

of the entire chip.
IR drop comes from the resistivity of PDN wires, pads and

pins, and describes the voltage droop from the power supply
to the circuits in silicon, as well as the ground bounce from
silicon to true ground. Large IR drops reduce the available
circuit voltage headroom, hence increasing circuit delay and
degrading circuit performance. It can also lead to timing
errors if the IR drop exceeds the worst case design specifi-
cations.

The Ldi/dt effect is a dynamic noise effect and is caused
by large and fast current swings in the intrinsic inductances
of the PDN. In this paper, we focus on IR drop and elec-
tromigration and leave the extension to transient Ldi/dt as
future work.

One major challenge in designing a PDN that scales well
as current increases is the slow scaling of resources such as
on-chip C4 pads. As a matter of fact, the total number of
C4 pads for a fixed-area processor is predicted to remain
constant for the foreseeable future, according to the latest
ITRS roadmap [9]. In addition, C4 pads are not only used
for power delivery, but also for I/O signals. Obviously, de-
livering higher current through a constant number of C4
pads creates significant design challenges. In order to better
address these challenges, it is important to analyze power
delivery trends for future technology nodes and take PDN
issues into consideration early in the design process, e.g., at
the architecture level.

Among all available C4 pads, some are dedicated to the
PDN, but others must be dedicated to off-chip I/O signals
to communicate with memory and other chips. The lim-
itation of available C4 pads creates an important tradeoff
between I/O bandwidth and power delivery quality. How-
ever, it is impractical to explore this tradeoff space with
high-resolution, post-RTL PDN simulation, because PDNs
in modern microprocessors usually contain millions of nodes
and take a significant amount of time to simulate, let alone
the physical design turnaround time and cost if any changes
are made. For these reasons, it is preferable to have an
architecture-level pre-RTL PDN model to allocate and place
on-chip resources to jointly mitigate issues thermal, reliabil-
ity, power delivery, and I/O bandwidth constraints.

Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:

• We propose VoltSpot, an architecture-level model of
the on-chip PDN, including C4 pads, with a simple
interface for use in other architecture-level tools. Only



high-level parameters such as chip size and metal pitch
(given by ITRS or process-specific design rules) are
required from users. We validate our model against
an IBM power grid benchmark and find that it models
pad current with less than 4% error on average.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study
the tradeoff between signal I/O pads and power pads
using architecture-level modeling of the power delivery
network and resulting pad requirements.

• We also present a scaling analysis down to 16nm, in-
vestigating IR drop and the number of available I/O
pads under IR-drop constraints. We observe that IR
drop more than triples from 45nm to 16nm, becoming
a more severe constraint than electromigration due to
pad current. Under an assumption of 5% IR-drop tol-
erance, there will not be enough pads for I/O signals
to keep per core bandwidth constant at 16nm.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our
PDN modeling methodology and Section 3 presents our val-
idation results. The scaling scenario and other simulations
are described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses our results
and Section 6 reviews prior research on PDN modeling. Sec-
tion 7 gives a summary and a discussion of future work of
the paper.

2. ARCHITECTURE-LEVEL PDN MODEL-
ING METHODOLOGY

The power delivery system for modern microprocessors
consists of voltage regulators, connectors and metal traces
on PCB, loadline resistance, chip package and on-chip metal
layers. The on-chip PDN starts at the power and ground
C4 pads, and usually spans multiple layers of parallel metal
wires. Within these layers, interleaved power and ground
supply lines provide the required current to the chip. De-
pending on the design requirement, the on-chip PDN may
consist of a single global power grid, or a coarser global
grid to which local power grids connect(for power gating or
design modularity). Regardless of their hierarchy, on-chip
PDNs were designed to keep the on-chip voltage as spatially
uniform and temporally steady as possible. C4 pads, a 2-
D array of solder balls distributed between the silicon die
and the package substrate, solder on-chip metal wires and
the electrical package together and serve as both signal I/O
channels and aqueducts for current. In this paper, we as-
sume a single global on-chip PDN which consists of only one
VDD grid and one GND grid.

We use a compact model of the on-chip PDN’s physical
structure, and only require that the user specify (a) top-
layer metal pitch and cross-section area, (b) chip dimensions,
(c) VDD/Ground C4 pad locations, (d) chip floorplan, and
(e) chip power map. Given these inputs, VoltSpot solves
for the voltage and current at each VDD/Ground C4 pad
and internal node in the resulting on-chip power delivery
network.

The regularity of the on-chip PDN’s physical structure
makes compact PDN modeling feasible. A well accepted
methodology models the multi-layer VDD and ground nets as
separate regular 2-D circuit meshes [2, 7, 8]. Under steady-
state assumptions, both meshes contain only resistors. C4
pads are modeled as individual resistors attached to on-chip
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Figure 1: On-chip PDN model

grid nodes and the relative locations of those connection
points in the grid represent the actual locations of the C4
pads on the silicon die. Ideal current sources are used to
model the load (i.e. the switching transistors). Finally, off-
chip components like the package or PCB board are lumped
into single resistors. We adopt this methodology and build
the model skeleton as in Figure 1. Since our main focus is
on-chip PDN, we assume the PCB board represents an ideal
power supply, and therefore the only off-chip parts in our
implementation are the lumped package resistors.

Both grid size and grid resistance are determined by the
shape and number of the power/ground lines in the top two
metal layers. These parameters are independent of the chip
floorplan. VoltSpot automatically calculates PDN grid pa-
rameters based on the top-layer metal pitch and chip dimen-
sions. For example, the numbers of columns and rows in the
grid equal to the number of longitude and latitude wires
in top two layers. These numbers are derived by dividing
chip width/heigh by metal pitch. The grid resistance was
calculated by the metal resistance equation: R = ρ ∗ l/A,
where A is metal’s cross-sectional area and l is length. This
feature makes modeling chips of arbitrary size easy and sets
architects free from the electrical engineering details. We
validate the accuracy of this method in Section 3.

One major novelty of our model is that we can expose C4
pads as an architectural resource, and expose power deliv-
ery as an architectural constraint. This allows architects to
explore the tradeoff between chip I/O bandwidth and power
delivery quality, for example, and better evaluate the bene-
fits of various architectural choices that might affect power
delivery (such as placement of high-power-density units) or
I/O bandwidth (such as data compression or novel I/O sig-
naling technologies). Designers are able to specify the num-
ber of pads as well as their locations via a simple interface
and VoltSpot maps those pads onto the PDN grid. During
the mapping process, the tool takes pad size and pitch into
consideration and aligns the positions of pads in the gird so
that all the pads’ locations fit in regular array. VoltSpot
also provides an extensible framework for implementing pad
optimization algorithms.

As an architecture-level tool, VoltSpot also takes a pro-
cessor floorplan and power map as inputs. This is helpful to
study the spatial variation of voltage or current within one
die. To achieve that, we divide our PDN grid into blocks
according to the processor’s floorplan and assign power con-
sumption values at the granularity of functional blocks. Since



switching silicon is represented by ideal current sources be-
tween the power plane and the ground plane, we assign uni-
form values to current sources within each function block.
According to the equation Power = V oltage×Current, we
divide power by supply voltage to get current source values.
VoltSpot—like other pre-RTL tools that involve power—
assumes that power density is uniform within a block. (If
not, the block can be subdivided as necessary). This means
that when a block covers more than one node in the power
delivery network, the total current required by that block is
divided equally. Specification of the blocks and power values
uses the same input interface as HotSpot [14] and leverages a
new, pre-RTL architecture-level floorplanning tool for rapid
specification of floorplans [6]. More details can be found in
Section 5.

To solve PDN voltage and current for a given floorplan
and powermap, VoltSpot first maps blocks’ power to cur-
rent sources. It then traverses each grid node as well as
two package nodes to update voltage information based on
its neighbour’s voltage or current using Kirchhoff’s Current
Law. By iteratively traversing the entire circuit, the dif-
ference between two iterations (∆) decreases and the solver
stops as soon as ∆ becomes smaller than a certain threshold.
In our implementation, ∆ was conservatively set to a value
of 1.0 × 10−7, which is several orders of magnitude smaller
than the differences we are trying to observe (on-chip voltage
and IR drop).

3. VALIDATION
To understand our model’s accuracy in predicting C4 pad

current and on-chip IR drop, we validated VoltSpot against
a power grid analysis benchmark suite released by IBM [12].

The benchmark suite consists of detailed PDN structural
information for six chips with different die sizes, silicon de-
sign and number of metal layers. The PDN structure is
given in SPICE format and the SPICE files provide each
and every metal wire’s geometric information and resistance
value. Other information like C4 pad placement or via lo-
cation between metal layers can also be extracted from the
SPICE file. Similar to what we assume in our model (see
Section 2), the load is also modeled as ideal current sources.
Besides the PDN structure, this benchmark suite also pro-
vides a steady-state power map for each test case as well as
SPICE simulation results for the voltage at each PDN node.

We parsed the SPICE files and extracted PDN grid size
and resistance value as well as C4 pad location information
for all the six test cases. Since the benchmark directly pro-
vides top-layer metal grid size and resistance, there is no
need to calculate it from pitch and metal size. Then we ran
VoltSpot to simulate each case with those values and the
power maps provided by the suite.

To compare our results, we chose C4 pad current as our
metric for two reasons. First, we want to study the impact of
different architectures on C4 pad currents, since electromi-
gration in C4 pads is one of the significant challenges in PDN
design. Second, since IR drop across a section of wire is di-
rectly proportional to the current through that wire, current
results can be directly translated into IR drop results. For
this reason, the estimated current can also directly provide
an estimation of IR drop error. Table 3 shows the charac-
teristics of each benchmark and validation results.

We use two error metrics to compare our simulation re-
sults to the data provided by IBM provided. The average

# of Metal # of Average Top
Name Elements Levels Pads Error(%) Error(%)

PG1 55K 2 100 6.2 9.6
PG2 0.25M 5 120 5.2 3.3
PG3 1.60M 5 461 3.3 3.7
PG4 1.84M 6 312 2.9 1.6
PG5 2.16M 3 177 3.7 3.7
PG6 3.25M 3 132 2.7 2.8

Table 1: Validation results. Except for PG1, which has

smallest size and least regular metal structure, most of

the benchmarks give less than or close to 5% pad current

error. “Top error” shows the average error rate for the

pads within top 5% current value. Both average error

and top error tend to be lower for PDNs with either

more metal layers or more wires (i.e., more elements).

error rate is calculated by averaging the absolute error rate
across all pads, and the top error rate is the average error
value of the top 5% of all C4 pad sorted by their current. We
chose the top 5% because for both pad current and on-chip
IR drop, we are most interested in the worst case. Except
for the PG1 case, almost all the other five test cases give less
than 5% average error and the top error is lower than that.
According to the results from these test cases, VoltSpot has
higher accuracy when modeling PDNs with more metal lay-
ers, or with more elements. PG1 not only has the lowest
number of elements, number of metal levels and number of
pads, but also has metal layers that are not organized in grid,
and thus it does not map well to our PDN model—these are
the reasons why PG1 has a higher error. It is worth men-
tioning that PDNs of modern high-performance processor
chips usually contain multiple layers of regular metal traces.
So for our study, PG1 is less representative than the other
cases.
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case IR drop.

To better understand the accuracy of our model, we con-
sidered yet another error representation, presented in Fig-
ure 2 for PG3. The figure plots the current for all pads in



PG3, with pads sorted by the current they carry as reported
by IBM. To show the validation error, we simply match pads
from our model to those in the sorted list of pads in the
IBM results. Although this representation loses spatial in-
formation in error distribution, it gives a better view of pad
current distribution as well as error distribution in terms of
pad current. Figure 2 illustrates that the error for pads with
high current is lower than for pads with low current—this
is important, since we are most concerned with accurately
modeling those pads that deliver the highest current.

4. SIMULATION SETUP
To study the effect of technology trends on PDN noise

in the near future and to explore the architectural trade-
off space subject to PDN limitations, we integrate VoltSpot
with an architecture-level power model and chip floorplan-
ner. Using a 45nm Intel Penryn-like out-of-order core as a
baseline, we create a series of scaled multicore processors
down to 16nm and study the resulting PDN noise.

4.1 Multicore Scaling
We chose an Intel 45nm Penryn-like processor [5] as our

baseline design. It has two 32-bit 4-way out-of-order cores
and each core contains a 32kB L1 instruction cache and a
32kB L1 data cache. The core runs at 3.7GHz. Unified
L2 caches are private to each core and are each 3MB. For
each technology node, we hold the processor architecture
constant but assume that the number of cores (and therefore
the number of L2s) doubles. We also assume that L2 cache is
always private. We use mesh-based network-on-chip (NoC)
structure across all technology nodes.

4.2 Power Modeling and Chip Floorplanning
To get chip-wide power consumption data for all the tech-

nology nodes, we use McPAT [11], an integrated power and
area model. Table 2 shows the area and peak power (in-
cluding leakage power) results for our Penryn-like multicore
designs in each technology.

Tech Node(nm) 45 32 22 16
# of Cores 2 4 8 16

Area(mm2) 116.44 124.78 131.48 149.25
Supply Voltage(V) 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7

Peak Total Power(W) 74.62 100.48 116.76 148.49
Peak Total Current(A) 74.62 111.64 145.95 212.13

Table 2: Area and power of multicore processors
with Penryn-like cores

To estimate the worst-case power consumption for each
system, we conducted performance simulations and activity
factor analyses to extract an empirical reasonable worst-case
switching activity. Based on these simulations, we use 80%
of McPAT’s theoretical peak power as our best estimate for
chip practical peak power consumption. Previous work on
stressmark generation [10] suggests similar ratios between
realistic peak power and theoretical peak power. McPAT
calculates theoretical peak power by assuming maximum
switching activity, corresponding to functional blocks being
fully active every cycle. For most of the structures like L2
cache or NoC, this is neither achievable nor sustainable.

Chip power consumption is directly related to a work-
load’s dynamic activity. Depending on the magnitude and

duration of peak power instances, transient local voltage
drop could be filtered out by on-chip decoupling capacitance.
It also could be magnified by dI/dt effect, if the intrinsic in-
ductance is large enough. Since VoltSpot currently focuses
on steady-state effects, we assume that the peak power con-
sumption will last long enough to ignore transient effects.
We leave the study of dynamic behaviours as important fu-
ture work.

We use a floorplanner developed in [6] to draw all our
chip floorplans. The chip floorplan is another important
input because we want to examine both global and local
PDN noise. Figure 3 shows the floorplan of our Penryn-like
core (L2 cache is not shown in this graph). The area of
each functional block is calculated by McPAT. According to
our scaling assumption, chips at different technology nodes
share the same single core structure—we therefore build our
multicore floorplans based on the core shown in Figure 3
and add NoCs and memory controllers.
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Figure 3: 45nm baseline Penryn-like core

4.3 PDN Parameters
Table 3 lists the major PDN physical parameters we used

with VoltSpot. For on-chip metal, we use copper and choose
pitch, width and thickness to approximate an Intel 45nm
metal stack [15]. For C4 pads we use SnPb; its resistivity
can be found in [4]. Pad spacing was selected so that our
pad density matches ITRS projections. Package resistance
comes from [1]. According to our sensitivity study, the C4
pad diameter has a negligible impact on IR drop results be-
cause it only affects pad resistance, which is relatively small
compared to on-chip metal resistance. On-chip resistance
depends on metal cross-sectional area and metal pitch, and
therefore these two parameters are the most sensitive ones.
Section 5.4 provides more detail.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Electromigration on C4 Pads
EM is one of the major failure mechanisms that deserve

designers’ attention. According to [16], aluminum and cop-
per metal wires, commonly used for on-chip interconnec-
tions, can carry two orders of magnitude higher current den-
sity than solder joints. This suggests that C4 solder bumps



Top Layer Metal Pitch (µm) 30
Top Layer Metal Width (µm) 6

Top Layer Metal Thickness (µm) 5
Top Layer Metal Resistivity (ρ) 1.68e-8

C4 Pad Diameter (µm) 130
C4 Pad Pitch (µm) 285

C4 Pad Resistivity (ρ) 1.46e-7
Package Resistance (mΩ) 0.03

Table 3: PDN parameters selected for scaling study

are more vulnerable to EM. For this reason, we calculate the
max current density on C4 pads, illustrated by the line in
Figure 4. In order to determine the upper bound of the PDN
capacity (or the lower bound of PDN noise), we assume that
all pads are used for power or ground (and that each type is
distributed uniformly). While this is an unrealistic assump-
tion for a real system, it allows us to determine the best-case
trend in PDN behavior. In the event that the PDN imposes
constraints on the rest of the design under this best case,
clearly any design under more realistic assumptions will be
constrained by the PDN as well.
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delay increase [13]. IR drop therefore poses a more sig-

nificant risk to failure than EM.

In [16], the author gives an EM threshold current density
for SnPb solder. At 100◦C, the maximum current density
that a solder joint can carry without electromigration dam-
age is 8.5 × 103A/cm2. Combined with our pad diameter
assumption, we calculate the per pad current limit as 1.13A.

The max value of the right Y-axis in Figure 4 indicates the
current limit; it is obvious that even though the maximum
pad current increases as the technology scales, the absolute
value is still far away from the electromigration threshold.
This suggests that under ITRS’s projections for total pad
count, there would be enough guard band for electromigra-
tion in C4 pads for at least the near future. For physical-
design/package communities, this observation might not be
novel but it is still important for architects to be aware of.

5.2 Steady-State IR Drop
IR drop is an important PDN metric because it is directly

related to silicon delay increase and frequency degradation.

As technology scales, the impact of IR drop would increase
due to higher currents. Similar to the previous section, we
dedicate all potential pad locations to power and ground
pads and no pads to I/O signals. We then use the model to
find the maximum on-chip IR drop ratio for each technology.
This gives a lower bound on IR drop and the results are
shown in Figure 4. The reported IR drop value combines
both voltage droop from power plane and ground bounce to
ground plane.

IR drop, unlike electromigration, does not directly re-
sult in immediate failure when a threshold current has been
crossed, but results in performance degradation instead. Pre-
vious work [13] suggests that a 0.05V voltage drop at 0.13µm
with 1.35V power supply would cause a 15% average and
up to 51% maximum delay increase. The bars in Figure 4
show that the IR drop increases as the power density in-
creases with technology scaling, and that the IR-drop ratio
value reaches above 4% at 16nm—result in non-trivial per-
formance degradation. For a more realistic scenario where
not all pads were dedicated to power and ground, the prob-
lem would be even worse.

5.3 I/O Pads vs. Power Supply Pads
Since both off-chip signal I/O channels and the power sup-

ply system use C4 pads as the interface between silicon die
and outside world, our previous study of dedicating all possi-
ble locations to power supply pads does not show the impact
of PDN noise on the number of signal I/O pads, and hence
performance as a function of I/O bandwidth. To expose this,
we propose an optimization algorithm that replaces power
pads with I/O pads while keeping the worst on-chip IR drop
below a given threshold.

Starting from an arbitrary power pad placement with a
given chip floorplan and worst-case power map, our algo-
rithm iteratively selects one of the two following actions un-
til a termination condition is satisfied. One possible action
is removing the power pad with lowest current; the other is
adding a power pad to an adjacent vacant pad location near
the worst IR-drop point. Optimization terminates when ei-
ther: (1) the worst IR-drop point has no adjacent pad spot
that is vacant; or (2) two adjacent steps add/remove the
same pad, indicating that the max IR-drop spot is close to
the pad with the lowest current. Once the algorithm termi-
nates, all the remaining vacant pad locations are allocated
to I/O signals.

Figure 5 shows the results of our optimization approach.
Here we assume an IR-drop constraint of 5%. The total
number of pads increases because the chip area increases
(see Table 2). As technology scales, the available room for
I/O pads gradually scales down because the increasing chip
power density requires that more and more pad space be
used for power delivery. If the memory bandwidth require-
ment is proportional to the number of cores, the available
I/O pads will soon be insufficient to support multicore scal-
ing. Furthermore, if we assume a more strict IR-drop con-
straint, the chip will require more power pads, further de-
creasing the available I/O bandwidth.

5.4 Sensitivity Study
Most of our physical PDN parameters were selected from

published industrial data, but different designs are expected
to present different design choices. We therefore conducted
sensitivity studies on selected variables to test whether our
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previous observations hold for different PDN designs. Fig-
ure 6 and Figure 7 present results for varying metal pitch
and metal width. We did not change pad pitch in order to
keep the number of total pads consistent with ITRS pro-
jections. The number of power pads after the optimization
is the main metric here, because within acceptable IR-drop
values, what eventually affects performance is the available
I/O bandwidth.
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Either decreasing metal pitch or expanding metal width
can increase the number of pads available for I/O because
they both add more metal to the PDN and thus help reduce
IR drop by lowering resistance. However, adding more metal
for power delivery means that the cost of the chip will rise
and/or signal routing will become more difficult. Chang-
ing these physical parameters will not fundamentally alter
the basic I/O bandwidth scaling trend—as technology scales
forward, it will be critical that bandwidth, routing, IR drop
and chip cost are carefully balanced.

5.5 Temperature vs. IR Drop
Both IR drop and temperature are physical design con-

straints that closely relate to chip power density. A robust
system should be designed with both factors in mind. We
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found similarities between the architecture-level PDN model
and compact temperature models like HotSpot [14] and inte-
grated our model with HotSpot. Figure 8 combines chip max
temperature with max IR drop. The temperature results
are based on both an air cooling system and a liquid cooling
system. Our results to date indicate similar trends for both
power delivery and thermal limits. With air cooling system,
both temperature and on-chip IR drop will cause reliability
issues starting from 16nm. Switching to liquid cooling solu-
tions will be helpful to bring down chip temperature but IR
drop will still stay as scaling bottleneck. The platform we
built provides an infrastructure for future studies.
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Figure 8: A comparison between chip max temperature

and worst IR drop across different technologies

6. RELATED WORK
In the past, researchers have extensively studied PDN’s

physical structure, modeling methodology and solving and
optimization algorithms. However, most previous studies
focused only on the circuit level. At the architecture level,
Gupta et al.[7] proposed a transient model for on-chip volt-
age fluctuation study and Healy et al.[8] proposed both noise-
aware floorplanning and a mechanism for run-time inductive-
noise control. However, neither work considers the location
and number of C4 pads in their model and thus neither is
capable of I/O-bandwidth tradeoff studies. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to provide a parameterizable
steady-state PDN model that incorporates the number and
location of C4 pads.

Gammie et al.[3] suggest a hierarchical PDN structure for
mobile application processors. Having both global power



plane and local power plane provides the benefit of support-
ing fine-grained power management mechanisms like power
gating. Although VoltSpot assumes a single-level PDN, it is
still capable of studying power grids with different granular-
ity because of its configurability. VoltSpot’s simple design,
coupled with its ability to model individual blocks, makes
it straightforward to extend to support more sophisticated
PDN structures, and this is an important direction for future
work.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Power delivery limits are becoming a problem in the de-

sign of microprocessors. In this paper, we introduce VoltSpot,
an architecture-level power delivery network model, and val-
idate the model against an IBM power grid benchmark suite.
We study both electromigration in C4 pads and the worst-
case on-chip IR drop. Our results, based on a series of
scaled multicore processors, indicate that IR drop will at
least triple from 45nm to 16nm and will pose a more se-
vere constraint on future designs than pad electromigration.
Furthermore, using a first-order optimization algorithm, we
estimate the available I/O bandwidth under a 5% IR-drop
constraint and find that, starting from 16nm, microproces-
sors will be unable to keep per-core bandwidth constant due
to growing demand for power pads. VoltSpot is designed to
be a portable library for use with a variety of performance
and power models such as McPAT and HotSpot, and hence
provides an infrastructure for a variety of future research
opportunities.

VoltSpot suggests a number of direction for future work.
We plan to investigate PDN stress under different work-
loads and different architectures. This requires integration
between our model and architecture level performance sim-
ulators. Such infrastructure will also enable us to study
run-time techniques, for example scheduling or throttling,
to mitigate IR drop in high-current workload phases. We
also plan to incorporate the transient aspects of power de-
livery modelling into our model and study effects such as
Ldi/dt. Another feature we plan to add to VoltSpot is the
support of different PDN organizations. This will be partic-
ularly helpful for study of fine-grained power management.
Moreover, we are also interested in evaluating different pad
number/location optimization algorithms in the context of
an IR-drop aware floorplanner.
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